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In my search for answers for forty years in the field of metaphysics, it was 
necessary to analyze the action of Nature as we experience it in the physical 
world on a moment-to-moment basis and then deduce it to the inner realms of 
existence, to a point of origin.  

It is at this juncture that post-modernism in the science field lacks that 
remaining piece of discipline, accepting the existence of an absolute, inner fabric 
of creative intelligence that is responsible for the vibratory formation of all 
physical world phenomena. It is for this reason that science alone will not find a 
viable answer to how the universe was created.  

Thus far, the science hierarchy has supplied us with theories that are totally 
incompatible with the belief that the universe had an origin connected with a 
creative force. Their contradictions come as a result of their atheistic/agnostic 
beliefs. It is the time in our evolution to make a changing of the guard. We need 
a new paradigm, a practical application that people can make sense of and find 
valuable in their daily lives. 

Spirit is the origin, as metaphysics teaches. It is the cause of all reality and thus 
the solution to how all creation is interconnected.  If science can accept that the 
universe was created from a "Big Bang," with a physical universe instantly 
coming into existence from nothing, then is it not conceivable for science to shift 
and evolve to a potential consciousness, the belief that a creative intelligence 
existing within all physical world levels could be the point of origin? Could it not 
be conceivable that the premise, there must be something beyond that fabric of 
consciousness in order for it to exist be invalid?  (Irreducible Factor)   

  



Would it not be potentially possible for there to be an eternal fabric of internal 
consciousness, that which is irreducible, that which is responsible for reality? 
This fabric of spiritual consciousness contained the potential to extend Itself 
outward, creating space and extending space spatially. Spatially extended, 
vibratory, "Spiritual DNA" energy gave rise to all physical forms we experience 
with our five senses. 

The present status of the science hierarchy, namely Steven Hawking's "Big Bang 
Theory," states that our universe was created from a singularity within a black 
hole. A singularity is a point of infinite density and has a temperature of near 
absolute zero. A black hole of one solar mass is thought to be at about 60 
nanokelvins. Larger mass black holes would be even colder. Hawking's theory 
states that the singularity exploded out the back end of the black hole and 
created our universe. 

Having a temperature of nearly absolute zero and then exploding to create our 
universe is in direct contradiction with scientists who say that the temperature of 
our universe at the time of creation was one billion degrees kelvin. The laws of 
thermodynamics does not permit a greater density to interact into a space 
of  lesser density. Only an entity of zero density (Pure Light Frequency) could 
extend itself spatially into a void and create our universe. Also, any creation 
needs a source, a blueprint from which it originated. Even if a singularity had 
created our universe, it had to have had an origin, a creator. The Hawking 
theory does not call for a creator to be involved. 

 In essence, what we can perceive as reality is an external, infinite, physical 
universe consisting of matter and supported and balanced by an internal, 
infinite realm of spiritual consciousness. This can be visually observed as a 
balancing see-saw with a fulcrum at its center. In my scenario of universal 
structure, the internal and external worlds are balanced and bridged at a 
fulcrum point I call "Spiritual-Matter Transference." 
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              Fulcrum of “Spiritual-Matter Transference” 

  

As "Spiritual DNA" extended Itself spatially outward, space became a product 
of vibratory spirit in the form of frequency. 

 In summation, the universe has its origin emanating from a dimension of 
"Spiritual DNA Frequency." At the time of creation, "Spiritual DNA" extended 
Itself spatially to create space. A universal grid was created (Grids discovered in 
1950, Ernst Hartmann) in order for God frequency to extend as It created waves 
(Spherical Standing Wave Structure of Matter Theory - Schrodinger and 
DeBroglie, 1927 and continued by Geoff Haselhurst - SpaceandMotion.com).  

Matter was then formed by spherical waves in continuous space. Spherical 
waves vibrated continuously and eventually formed particles of matter at all 
levels of the physical universe (Sub-atomic, Atomic, 3rd Dimension). God 
consciousness projected all knowledge and laws ("Spiritual DNA") across the 
grid to all levels of the physical universe, to be contained and utilized by every 
existing form.  

As humans eventually arrived, they received this frequency via a hologram 
(Subconscious mind), created by God frequency and vibrating its frequency in 
the dimension beneath the brain. The subconscious mind hologram stores, 
translates and supplies infinite knowledge to our conscious state via the brain.  

Let us look a bit closer at the idea that God is in everything. True, the force of 
God does occupy Its own eternal dimension; however, God extended Its 
"Spiritual DNA" frequency to create our universe. This is the "Grand 
Paradox," the One, infinite consciousness also existing as the many. This idea 
that God is separated from us is in direct opposition to the teachings of Jesus 
Christ and the ancients from the East that God dwells within, that we were 



created in the image of God - God's spirit. In order for us to be created in the 
image of God, we certainly have to be connected, not separated. Therefore, God 
must dwell within us as spirit, at the origin of our physical body.  

As with all God's creations, God's spirit must be a vibrating frequency that 
connects within us and allows our physical body to function in the 3rd 
dimension. As a result of this interconnectedness, God establishes an 
omnipresence that exists throughout all creation. Omnipresence within all 
physical world structure carries with it all the laws of God. The laws of Nature 
were set into place and activated at the time of creation. That is the reason why 
your actions will automatically receive certain retribution. No action goes 
unnoticed. God’s law is on automatic pilot, vibrating throughout everything. 

Everything in the physical universe is an extension outward of God's spirit. 
God's spirit manifests outward through time, space, and causation, outward into 
the sub-atomic and atomic realms, outward through the invisible cellular realm, 
and into the realm of our  five senses, the  realm of physical objects surrounding 
us.       

With  this  knowledge in  place,  it  is  clear that  "Spiritual DNA" originated all 
life with Its One, vibratory action. To understand the works of God, the works of 
Nature, this is our true quest as human beings. When we discover our true 
potential, then will each of us be able to serve God and feel our 
interconnectedness with "Spiritual DNA." 

Let us clear the mental fog from our minds once and for all, that we are the only 
creations that have the spiritual frequency of God. "Spiritual DNA" is the make-
up of the physical universe. Spiritual frequency is not just reserved for us as 
human beings on this planet; It extends Itself spatially to reside within all life. It 
created this life, and Its spiritual governing body is experiencing Its own infinite 
evolvement. 

 And so it is with this knowledge, we can unplug ourselves from the deception 
that we are the only creations in the universe that are evolving to fulfill a Divine 
Plan. If we were to be the main attraction in this entire creation, God would not 
have waited 4.5 billion years for the Earth to evolve and then create us. No, this 
evolvement is a lengthy process, proceeding one moment, one action at a time. Its 



own evolvement has caused It to extend Itself spatially and form this universe, as 
It proceeds on Its quest of Its master plan.  

In order to understand how the "Spiritual DNA Frequency" functions and 
where Its origin is located, it is necessary to realize the phenomenon of 
dimension. The present status of the theory of creation is the "Big Bang," that 
the universe originated from a single point, from “nothingness.”   

When we think with this type of vision, our perception of the infiniteness of 
spiritual consciousness is limited. The universe did not explode into existence 
from a single, small point. It originated from an internal, infinite dimension that 
extended Its "Spiritual DNA" spatially beyond Itself. 

All frequency, in order to travel distances, requires a grid. A grid is a wire mesh 
of sorts that can exist in any dimension and transports electrical current. When 
the "Spiritual DNA Frequency" extended and created space, It required the 
creation of a universal grid. Each dimension of the physical universe - sub-
atomic, atomic and third dimension manifested in this manner. 

First, space was created by the "Spiritual DNA Frequency." Waves then 
developed in space. The frequency of continuous, spherical waves then formed 
particles of matter in the sub-atomic realm and received all the laws of universal 
structure. The sub-atomic dimension vibrates with lightest density, since it is 
nearest to origin. This is the reason we cannot detect the sub-atomic dimension 
with our five senses.  

Next is the atomic dimension, with spherical waves of motion creating particles 
of matter, only with a heavier density than the sub-atomic dimension but still not 
enough for our five senses to detect. The atomic dimension is just beyond the 
sub-atomic dimension and dependent upon it for its existence.  

Finally, we have our third dimension, which includes all forms we experience 
around us and that vibrates at a heavier density than the previous two 
dimensions, which it is dependent upon for its existence. Even though these three 
dimensions are separate in their density, they function as a result of the same 
"Spiritual DNA Frequency" origin. Their very existence is dependent upon 
it.  In order to extend from one dimension to another, the frequency must be 



increased. The following diagram visually illustrates the aforementioned 
material. 

 

To better understand this phenomenon of universal dimension, an analogy is 
needed that is familiar to all of us. Everyone has used a flashlight. Suppose we 
have a flashlight with three settings. The battery and filament would be the 
origin, the source, of the light beam. However, let's not limit the flashlight's 
source as just a single, small point. Let's visualize the source of the flashlight's 
power as stretching in all directions, into infinity, occupying its own 
dimension.                                         

With this in mind, it is now possible to envision how all dimensions created from 
the source will possess their own infinite dimension. When the flashlight is 
turned to the first position, the frequency of the light extends outward to a short 



distance, since it has a light density and is closest to the source. This can be 
analogous to the sub-atomic particles of lightest density that exist in universal 
structure and existing closest to origin. When the second position is selected, the 
frequency of the light is extended farther, because its density is heavier, the same 
as the atomic level of universal structure, and when the third selection is chosen, 
the light beam reaches a greater distance, because its density is heavier than the 
second position and can be related to the outer third dimension that we 
experience with all the physical forms around us.  Each position extends to a 
certain distance. Each has its own dimension of light density, yet all three 
dimensions of light have the same frequency origin. Without the origin, the outer 
three dimensions do not exist.  

To add an analogy of humanistic reference that expresses this paradox of the 
One also existing as the many, let us take our parents. You could say that our 
parents are apart from us; however, they, at the same time exist within us, as the 
foundation of our DNA, the building blocks of who we are.  

Now, if you were to turn off the flashlight, the frequency of light would 
disappear. The same would occur if the "Spiritual DNA Frequency" suddenly 
discontinued its spatially extended vibration. There would occur an implosion of 
our universe. All three dimensions would implode, disappear in an instant, a 
reverse "Big Bang." 93% of scientists refute the existence of God; therefore, 
scientists will not discover a 'missing link' of creation. There is no 'missing link,' 
only the "Spiritual DNA Frequency" connection, "Pure Light" 

The same principle extends into another discovery, "The God Particle." "The 
God Particle" theory explains how particles obtain their mass and thus provide 
matter throughout the universe. In 1964, Peter Higgs discovered the Higgs 
boson. There are a few problems, though. One is that we cannot really observe a 
Higgs boson directly — it almost instantaneously decays into other particles 
(bottom quarks, in this case) with the same mass as the Higgs. Furthermore, a 
lot of particles decay into the same by-product, so even if you end up with 
bottom quarks you cannot be exactly sure that they came from a Higgs. Another 
problem is that the Standard Model does not predict an exact mass for the 
Higgs, just a range. 



Even if the Higgs boson is proved to give other particles their mass, it does not 
prove that it is irreducible. It must also have an origin, and that origin is 
"Spiritual DNA." As stated above, scientists will not discover God’s infinite 
realm; It is "Pure Light." No instrument can be invented in the laboratory that 
can detect or enter "Pure Light." The only way we will experience "Pure Light" 
is when our life ceases and our spirit returns to "Source." This is the spiritual 
phenomenon people have who experiences a "near death" occurrence. The light 
they observe at the end of the tunnel is the origin of their spirit, "Spiritual 
DNA." 

  

The "Spiritual DNA Frequency" model serves a multiple purpose:  

 

1. A new model for the creation of the physical universe. The Occam Razor for 
all explanations of universal creation. 

2. A catalyst for the reunification of science and religion.  

3. How God Consciousness has a quantum connection to human consciousness 
via the subconscious mind hologram  

4. An answer to Pope Benedict's February 2011 statement, that the Vatican 
would consider the "Big Bang" theory as an explanation for the creation of the 
universe, if God were a participant. 

5. At what point life begins.  (Pro-life) 

6. Evidence of intentionality and non-randomness in the universe. 

  

 


